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Powder Starter Board

Elysia Tsai M.Ed., ATC introduces our Powder Starter balance board. A great system for beginners and
kids learning how to snowboard. The small adjustable urethane rail can easily be expanded as you grow
in height and skill. A great family board for a variety of user heights. Stay fit year round with this board
and be ready to hit the slopes!
(0:20) Hey everybody, Elysia here from Si Boards and I’m here to introduce our Powder Starter Board.
(0:35) Key Features
The Powder Starter Board is a perfect training tool for staying fit year round. If you can’t get to the
slopes, jump on a board and you’ll enjoy your next ride session. This board features a specialty design.
We’ve cut out the middle so it’s slender through the middle and then wider at each end. What this
allows you to do is to get a very extreme tilt in the center, and it also transfers your momentum very
quickly.
The center is very fast. If you’re doing spins and tricks, you’ll have a great time with this board compared
to the more elliptical-shaped boards. The ends are stable, the middle is fast, and it’s a great ride. One of
the main differences between our boards is the Starter Board here on my right features a smaller
urethane rail. It’s also narrower so it’s great for small feet. In contrast, the steel rail system on the
Original Board, here on my left, is fixed permanently and it provides Rocker for the board.
(1:43) Ideal User Height
The Powder Starter features a urethane rail, which is smaller than the one on the Original Board so it’s
best suited for users from 4’ (1.2 m) all the way up to a 6’ (1.8 m) user. This is a great economy board for
a family who has a variety of user heights and who want to get a variety of skills.
(2:10) Board Specifications
The size of the Powder Starter is 41” (104 cm) tall by 15” (38 cm) wide. The board weighs 10 lbs. (4.5
kgs). All Starter Boards feature a 5/8” thick birch plywood. They are flat and they have grip on both
sides. If you are gripping, you have a consistent feel. You’ll notice that the urethane rail is bolted directly
into the board. There’s no space like there is on an Original Board. The standard rail that comes on the
Powder Starter is 16” (41 cm) in height by 9” (23 cm) wide. This durable urethane rail will hold up very
well against concrete for your outdoor training. Our urethane rail is detachable and adjustable. You
could actually lengthen your rail in 4” increments or in an 8” increment. You can expand your rail all the
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way out to 28” if you like. As you grow in skill and you grow in height, you can expand the rail for a
larger ride surface.
(3:32) All Starter Boards have a weight limit of 220 lbs. (100 kgs).
(3:42) 7-in-1 Powder Combo
The Powder Starter 7-in-1 Perfect Combo is designed to give you exercise variety using our Half Balls and
our Balls. In various combinations you can actually create seven unique board ride surfaces. Your
Powder Starter 7-in-1 Combo will start with two of the 5” Half Balls. If you place two of these
underneath the board you will have a Rocker Board. Place one underneath the board for a Wobble
Board. When you’re ready for a taller Half Ball, the 6 ½” Half Ball will get you up higher and allow you to
do more turns without grounding out the board so quickly.
(4:20) When you’re ready to progress from Half Balls to a Ball, first you’ll take one 3” Mini Ball, place it
on one side of the board, and place your Half Ball on the other side of the board, and this creates a
Single Pivot board. One side will be teetering while the other side is actually moving. It’s a great skill
progression before you learn how to ride on one Ball. Secondly, you can place two Balls underneath the
board for your Double Pivot setup and when you’re ready for something unpredictable, place the 3” Ball
inside the 6 ½” Half Ball for the Thrasher Combo. Just like it sounds, it will thrash you around so it’s great
for any unpredictable moves.
(5:00) When you’re ready to step it up again, you’re going to use the 5” Ball. This is the perfect Ball for
riding on this board because of the size of the rail compared to the size of the board length. It gets you
up nice and high, you can carve turns, and you can do spins without grounding out the board. For your
last unpredictable combination, you will add the 5” Ball inside of the 6 ½” Half Ball to create the Big
Drop. Just like it sounds, you’ll be teetering on the Ball and Half Ball and then all of a sudden, one big
drop. You have a variety of exercise tools and exercises available to you.
(5:40) And now my favorite, let’s get ready to ride.
(7:35) The Powder Starter is a perfect board for families with a variety of user heights. If you want your
kids to learn how to snowboard, this is a great training tool and because of the size of the rail. They will
easily fit on this board without feeling like it’s too large. If you’re a parent, this is perfect for you as well.
Get started with your off-season training today, be 100% fit year round. Jump Into the Next Generation
by jumping on a Si Board.

Elysia Tsai, M.Ed., ATC is a Certified Athletic Trainer and the developer of Si Boards balance boards,
unbreakable med balls and power rope balls. Our balance boards are the most versatile and progressive
multi-direction training system. Our high performance products are made in the USA with superior
function, quality and lasting value. We are always available to answer your questions.
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For more information, check us out at:
Web: http://www.si-boards.com
Email us at: info@si-boards.com
Instagram: http://instagram.com/siboards
FB: https://www.facebook.com/siboards
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Siboards
Blog: http://www.siboarder.com
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